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【THE FINAL POPE,  

  “PETER THE ROMAN”】 
One of the seven angels who had the seven bowls 

came and said to me, ‘Come, I will show you the 
punishment of the great prostitute, who sits by many 

waters. 
2 

With her the kings of the earth committed 

adultery, and the inhabitants of the earth were 

intoxicated with the wine of her adulteries.’ 
3 

Then the 

angel carried me away in the Spirit into a desert. 

There I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet beast that 

was covered with blasphemous names and had seven 

heads and ten horns. 
4 
The woman was dressed in 

purple and scarlet, and was glittering with gold, 

precious stones and pearls. She held a golden cup in 

her hand, filled with abominable things and the filth 

of her adulteries. 
5 
The name written on her forehead 

was a mystery: BABYLON THE GREAT 

THE MOTHER OF PROSTITUTES 

AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. 
6 

I saw that the woman was drunk with the blood of 

God’s holy people, the blood of those who bore 

testimony to Jesus. When I saw her, I was greatly 

astonished. 
7 

Then the angel said to me: ‘Why are you 

astonished? I will explain to you the mystery of the 

woman and of the beast she rides, which has the seven 

heads and ten horns. 
8 
The beast, which you saw, once 

was, now is not, and yet will come up out of the Abyss 

and go to its destruction. The inhabitants of the earth 

whose names have not been written in the book of life 

from the creation of the world will be astonished when 

they see the beast, because it once was, now is not, and 

yet will come. 
9 

‘This calls for a mind with wisdom. 

The seven heads are seven hills on which the woman 

sits. 
10 

They are also seven kings. Five have fallen, one 

is, the other has not yet come; but when he does come, 

he must remain for only a little while. 
11 

The beast who 

once was, and now is not, is an eighth king. He 
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belongs to the seven and is going to his destruction. 
12 

‘The ten horns you saw are ten kings 

who have not yet received a kingdom, but who for one hour will receive authority as kings 

along with the beast. 
13 

They have one purpose and will give their power and authority to the 

beast. 
14 

They will wage war against the Lamb, but the Lamb will triumph over them because 

he is Lord of lords and King of kings – and with him will be his called, chosen and faithful 

followers.’ 
15 

Then the angel said to me, ‘The waters you saw, where the prostitute sits, are 

peoples, multitudes, nations and languages.
16 

The beast and the ten horns you saw will hate the 

prostitute. They will bring her to ruin and leave her naked; they will eat her flesh and burn her 

with fire. 
17 

For God has put it into their hearts to accomplish his purpose by agreeing to hand 

over to the beast their royal authority, until God’s words are fulfilled. 
18 

The woman you saw is 

the great city that rules over the kings of the earth.’                    REVELATION 17. 

In recent times, some have turned their attention to the prophecies by Saint Malachy, a 

12th-century Archbishop of Armagh, Ireland, in which he predicted the final 112 popes that 

would be in office, leading to the destruction of the city of Rome and the rise of the Antichrist as 

written in the Scripture. The final part of the translated prophecies into English is the following: 

‘In the final persecution of the Holy Roman Church, there will sit Peter the Roman, who will 

pasture his sheep in many tribulations, and when these things are finished, the city of seven 

hills (Rome) will be destroyed, and the dreadful judge will judge his people. The End’ (Emphasis 

added).
 
The sudden resignation of Pope Benedict the 16th on 11th February 2013 shocked the 

world and aroused an excitement and interest in who would be the next pope on the basis on 

Malachy’s predictions. The fact that only some hours after the resignation of Benedict the 

16th, lightning struck the top of the Basilica in Rome added some sense of significance to the 

event as a harbinger. 

An Argentine Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio was elected on 13th March as the new pope. 

He is one of five children of Italian immigrant Mario Jose Bergoglio. Following the Catholic 

Church custom, Cardinal Jorge Mario adopted a papal name ‘Francis’ upon his accession in 

honour of St Francis of Assisi. At first sight, he seemed not to have any direct relevance to 

Malachy’s prediction for the final pope. However, his chosen name ‘Francis’ drew attention 

among believers, because Saint Francis of Assisi’s original name was “Francesco di Pietro 

(PETER) di Bernardone”. Francis of Assisi, who originated in Italy, is one of the most well-

known saints in the Catholic history and he devoted himself in evangelical zeal, consecration to 

poverty and charity in the early 13th century, and his desire to follow Christ’s example reflected 

and reinforced important developments in medieval spirituality. Thus, significantly, in light of 

this information, Malachy’s prediction that the final pope would be known as “Peter the Roman”, 

suddenly seems to be very relevant.  

According to the article ‘Putting the Pope Puzzle Together. Has the Final Pope Arrived? 

You Decide!’, that St Francis of Assisi penned shortly before he died, he warned his followers of 

the coming troubles, saying: 

1. The time is fast approaching in which there will be great trials and afflictions; perplexities and dissensions, 
both spiritual and temporal, will abound; the charity of many will grow cold, and the malice of the wicked will 
increase. 
2. The devils will have unusual power, the immaculate purity of our Order, and of others, will be so much 
obscured that there will be very few Christians who will obey the true Sovereign Pontiff and the Roman 
Church with loyal hearts and perfect charity. ….. 
3. Then scandals will be multiplied, our Order will be divided, and many others will be entirely destroyed, 
because they will consent to error instead of opposing it. 
4. There will be such diversity of opinions and schisms among the people, the religious …… were they not 
specially guided, amid such great confusion, by the immense mercy of God. 
5. Then our Rule and manner of life will be violently opposed by some, and terrible trials will come upon 
us….. woe to those who, trusting solely in their Order, shall fall into tepidity…… 
6. Those who preserve in their fervour and adhere to virtue with love and zeal for the truth, will suffer 

http://endtimeheadlines.wordpress.com/2013/03/13/putting-the-pope-puzzle-together-has-the-final-pope-arrived-you-decide/
http://endtimeheadlines.wordpress.com/2013/03/13/putting-the-pope-puzzle-together-has-the-final-pope-arrived-you-decide/
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injuries and, persecutions as rebels and schismatics; for their persecutors, urged on by the evil spirits, will 
say they are rendering a great service to God by destroying such pestilent men …..but the Lord will be the 
refuge of the afflicted, and will save all who trust in Him…… 
7. Some preachers will keep silence about the truth, and others will……deny it……for in those days JESUS 
CHRIST WILL SEND THEM NOT A TRUE PASTOR, BUT A DESTROYER.” 
   Pope Francis’ first work has a touch of premonition. He inaugurated his office by meeting the 

leaders of non-Catholic Christian religions such as Orthodox, Anglicans, Lutherans and 

Methodists, and others including Jews, Muslims, Buddhists and Hindus on 20th March. His 

speech addressing the religious leaders at the Vatican emphasised the importance of friendship 

between men and women of different religious traditions and he appealed to members of all 

religions and even non-believers the necessity of recognising their joint responsibility to the 

world and to all of creation: ‘We must do much for the good of the poorest, the weak, and those 

who are suffering, to favour justice, promote reconciliation and build peace……They are our 

precious allies in the commitment to defend human dignity, build a more peaceful coexistence 

among people and protect nature with care’. Concerning his out-reach to those who seek truth, 

goodness and beauty without belonging to any religion, WORLD NEWS puts it: ‘Francis' 
description of people who belong to no religion as "precious allies" in the search for truth was a marked 
contrast to the attitude of former Pope Benedict, who sometimes left non-Catholics feeling that he saw them 
as second-class believers. Since his election a week ago, Francis has set the tone for a new, humbler 
papacy, calling on the Church to defend the weak and protect the environment. In another sign of his 
simpler style, Francis addressed the religious leaders while seated in a beige armchair and not the usual 
elaborate throne used in the ornate hall for audiences’ (http://www.newsdaily.com/stories/bre92d05p-us-pope/). 

Before his address on the 20th, the pope was reported to have had a private meeting with 

Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew from Istanbul, who became the first spiritual head of 

Orthodox Christians to attend a Roman pope's inaugural Mass since the Great Schism developed 

between western and eastern Christianity in 1054. He was also reported to have held a private 

session with the foreign minister of the Russian Orthodox Church, the largest in the Orthodox 

world. He also endeavoured to meet other representatives and guests from an Islamic group and 

other religions.  

Revelation 17 quoted at the beginning is widely understood to depict the fall of a one world 

religion symbolised as a ‘great prostitute……BABYLON THE GREAT THE MOTHER OF 

PROSTITUTES’. There are ten clues to identifying this ‘great prostitute’ suggested by Dave Hunt. 

(1) Ultimate promiscuous, unfaithful behavior depicts unfaithfulness to God (2) Having universal 

influence (3) Dominating the beast, the so-called ‘Antichrist’ (4) Purple, Scarlet, Gold, and 

Jewels, which depict her conspicuous wealth, expensive adornment and outward attraction (5) 

Golden cup which is ostensibly a utensil in God’s service, yet filled with abominable things (6) A 

mystery, linked with Babylon of Nimrod (7) Not alone but having spiritual offspring (8) 

Persecutor of Christ’s true believers (9) Seven hills on which Rome was built; Aventine, Caelian, 

Capitoline, Esquiline, Palatine, Quirinal, and Viminal (10) The Great City that rules over the 

kings of the earth, only identified with Rome in John’s day. Today the Vatican is known to have 

status of a separate, sovereign nation within the City of Rome, having its own diplomatic 

embassies in the major capitals of the world and whose history of atrocities upon believers is 

unparalleled in history (‘A Woman Rides the Beast’, Harvest House, 1994).  

   As for the identification of ‘the great city that rules over the kings of the earth’, according to 

Augustine’s expression, Babylon is a former Rome and Rome is a later Babylon, and Peter also 

used ‘Babylon’ as a code name for ‘Rome’ in his Epistle, 1Peter 5:13. The great prostitute is not 

the beast because she rides on it. After their alliance, in the end the Antichrist and ten kings 

represented by ‘The beast and the ten horns’ will hate the prostitute and destroy her. John was 

greatly astonished at seeing the woman on the beast, who ‘was drunk with the blood of God’s 

holy people, the blood of those who bore testimony to Jesus’. Why was he so astonished by her? 

If a secular city of Rome should persecute believers he would not have been surprised at all. She 

http://www.newsdaily.com/stories/bre92d05p-us-pope/
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must have been for John a representative of religious Rome, unfaithful believers to God, i.e., the 

end-time apostate church. In other words, she must be a one world religious system that stemmed 

from the Babylonian religion of idolatry, which has controlled all kings and nations throughout 

history. The illustration of the woman riding on the beast, which means that she gets her authority 

from the beast, shows how a one world religious system of idolatry would be intertwined with the 

one world government of Antichrist. However, after gathering more power, and the Antichrist 

fulfils Satan’s lifetime dream to be worshiped by the whole world as an autocratic ruler, he and 

his allied kings would throw off and destroy her. Eventually her conspicuous wealth would be 

confiscated completely. This illustrates God’s judgment on the religious system that has enslaved 

man throughout human history: ‘For God has put it into their hearts to accomplish his purpose 

by agreeing to hand over to the beast their royal authority, until God’s words are fulfilled’. 

   With the recent Papal succession by Pope Francis, the question of whether or not he would be 

the last pope, “Peter the Roman”, whose reign would end in the destruction of Rome prophesied 

by St. Malachy has been speculated by many. If this is to be the case, he would herald the 

beginning of great apostasy and then great tribulation, resulting in the unfolding of apocalyptic 

events written in the Scripture. It is also speculated from the book of Revelation that it would 

give rise to a false prophet, who leads the world religions into embracing a one world dictator, 

Antichrist. It is said that several Catholic priests including some who are now deceased, have 

been surprisingly outspoken about what they saw as the inevitable danger arising from within the 

ranks of Catholicism as a result of secret satanic “Illuminati-Masonic” influences (‘Petrus 

Romanus The Final Pope Is Here’, by Thomas Horn & Cris Putnam, Defender Publishing LLC, 

2012).  

   Dave Hunt, who has for long discussed the danger of the seduction by Catholicism has lately 

addressed the subject with renewed concern again. It is worth citing his unreserved arguments 

here: ‘The evangelical church today is being seduced as never in its history. It faces a danger so grave that, 
although we have discussed this problem before, it must be addressed again with new insight and vigor. If 
evangelicals succumb to the seduction, as they increasingly are doing, then their gospel witness will be 
submerged in confusion and could eventually be lost—a tragic and new dimension to the apostasy from 
which the church and the world will never recover……For decades evangelicals have diligently and faithfully 
attempted to identify, analyze and warn the church against cults . Included in the standard list are 
Mormonism, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Christian Science, Unity School of Christianity, Sun Myung Moon’s 
Unification Church, etc. Yet the most seductive, dangerous, and largest cult (many times larger than all of 
the rest combined) is not included in the list! Most cult experts refuse to identify this horrendous cult as 
such! Instead, they accept it as “Christian.” Worst of all, this cult (which preaches a false gospel that is 
sending hundreds of millions into a Christless eternity) is now embraced as a partner in “evangelizing the 
world” by many groups that preach the biblical gospel. Major denominations, such as the Anglican and the 
Episcopalian church, are involved in merger talks with this cult. The Assemblies of God hierarchy has been 
engaged in “fruitful dialogue” with this cult, whose members are now widely perceived as born-again 
Christians. As a consequence, the evangelical church faces an unprecedented crisis that threatens its very 
survival……What is a “cult?” In his book, Rise of the Cults , Walter Martin defined cultism as “...any major 
deviation from orthodox Christianity relative to the cardinal doctrines of the Christian faith.” Though 
unmentioned by Martin, Roman Catholicism is undeniably a “major deviation from orthodox Christianity” on 
many “cardinal doctrines of the Christian faith,” and thus, by his own definition, a cult……Catholicism’s 
Christology is heretical. It denies Christ’s exclusive role as mediator between God and man, making Mary 
“co-mediatrix”…… and it denies the sufficiency of His redemptive work, declaring that the redeemed must, 
in addition to Christ’s suffering for them upon the cross, suffer for their own sins here and/or in purgatory…... 
Those who believe Rome’s lies and follow her gospel of works for salvation are lost. Failing to recognize 
this fact, many evangelical leaders and cult experts have themselves been deceived by Rome and need to 
be confronted and informed. How tragic to assume that Catholics are Christians who merely have some 
peripheral beliefs and practices which seem peculiar to Protestants but which will not prevent them from 
being saved’ (‘Catholicism—Christian? Or Cultic?’ Article first published in June, 1991).  


